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‘Not So Long Ago’ is Now
a

mile
River
1 Mc-

tc

!
da

Nine

Lum1 will
ida in

students,

six

men

Forestry’s Louise St. Jean
Reigns Over Homecoming

and

three women, were named to the
Green
Key/Gold
Key
honorary
society
at today’s
Homecoming
Variety show.
The nine members and their activities are: Donald Rubin, who
has been active in Tau Kappa Epsilon, student council,
has been
junior
class
president,
on
the
Board
of
Finance,
head
cheerleader, Rally chairman, Dad’s Day,

start

se.
artic-

et

w—“

Key Honoraries
Admit Members

at

Hess's
31-25,
of Parlaced
ith a
vehind
of Cal

the
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College
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eee

ishers
g Edrman,
zlas,
tzet,

t

the
his
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Furpurth,

aarry
entry

Biup.
» 30,
ov. 1
ation

le per
lated

Union

Camp

who

Committee,

counselor;

has

and

on the Frosh

Snow

Ball

Lloyd

tive

president

of

the

has

been

publicity

chairman,

in]

Scott,

who

has

Homecoming,

been

has

ac-

been

The Dad's Day committee announced this weck that Nov. 5 is
the final date for signups for this
year's event.

Co-chairman
said

that

Janice

plans

for

the

Banducci
event

are

almost completed and that she expects

Dad’s

another

capacity

crowd

for

Day.

The group has had their signup posters out on campus for two

wecks now, and Miss Banducci reminds

students

that

signup

sheets

are located on the bulletin boards
of Founders Hall, the Ed. Psych.
building, the Campus Activities
Center, the Cafeteria and in the
Science

Building.

Dad's Day is going to be held
November 13, and as in the past
it will honor the Dads of every
student attending

Humboldt

_

State.

Class, captured

, major

discussion

at

the

Campus

said

Debbie

first runner-

Stetson,

sponsored

along with
Hall

of

winner.

The

new

Loggers are Ivan Arnold, Ed Jesson, Fred Koegler and Ken Townsend.
Hall of Fame winner.

An
at

9

informal
p.m.

Siemens

Brown,

planning

engincer

for

the State Division of Highways,
Mr.
Karl
Baruth,
Arcata
City
Planning
Consultants,
and = Mr.

in

dance
the

will be held

Men’s

Gym

to-

The Homecoming Bonfire has
been canceled.
“It's fun, but people get hurt,”
said

Dr.

Karsher,

Dean

of

Stu-

CAHILL
sac

be staged in the Arcata Ball Park
at approximately 3 p.m.
Tomorrow night's half-time activities will see the presentation of
the queen, and her court, Hall of
Fame winner, and the awarding of

the

earlier this

float prizes.
Immediately

following

the

foot-

ball game, beginning at 8 p.m. the
traffic of both the city of Arcata
and a college enrollment of 6000.
Such an enrollment is expected in|
about 6 to 8 years.

The interchange will provide a
major and formal entrance to the

final Homecoming dance will cone
clude this year's activities.
The dance will he held in the

|’
j

Men's

The
dealt:

second
with

|4

plans

for

eight

1 am.

Sunday,

music

by

the

Jerry Moore band. Admission
be $1 stag and drag.

will

“Not
Steve

Long

Ago,”

and

mums

Clapp,

chairman.

Clinic Shortens
Sick Call Hours
New sick call hours went into
effect at the Student Health Center this
week
announced
Dr.

KAREN BARNES
Soph Class

night, and will cost 50 cents stag
by

So

will go on sale today, according to

new 50-unit residece halls and a
and drag.
dining commons. The dining commons is to be built bridging the
Jolly Giant parking lot with the
eight halls set on the adjoining
hillsides. President Siemens feels
that having smaller residence halls

Gym
will

Keepsake Homecoming buttons
are now on sale for 10 cents, with
the inscription of this year’s theme,

part of the meeting

final

until
feature

and

campus
with
appropriate
landscaping and parking space. CamGeorge Wood, Arcata City Mana- }pus planners stressed the importance of early develoment of parkger.
road
The all day meeting started with ling areas and a periferal
a morning session studying var- around the campus.
ious plans for a full freeway interThis would make it possible to]
change to be located somewhere remove the strects and cars from |’
between the present
19th Street the interior and replace the streets
crossing and Sunset Avenue near and parking slots with walks and
Bim’'s. Such an interchange would landscaping, thus beautifying the
have the capacity for handling the campus. Main emphasis was put
on the removal of the partiallyblind street between Nelson Hall
and the Administration Building.

Bonfire Fizzled
By Riot Menace

CATHY

Lee Seidell, this year’s

Fame

week.
President
Siemens
and
other
school administrators
met
with
Mr. Theodore Bernardi, of Wurster, Bernardi and Emmons,
San
Francisco architects, Mr. Robert

|!

Logger
Secret
Society
were also
introduced,

Master Planning meeting

President

Lee Seidell, plus many others.
The
cheerleaders
and
song
queens will provide spirit as they
lead a rally after the Plaza bean
feed.

(See story, this page).
Lucky
members

A new freeway interchange, the new residence halls, future
of Fee
ae Fe a student union were the main

held here last Friday,

Karen
Sopho-

by the residence halls, Nursing ma| jor Sandee
Thomas,
Methodist
Student Movement, and junior Social Science major Gerry Wilkinson, Freshman class.
Besides the coronation of this
years queen and the presentation
of talent, students also heard the
‘ announcement of the new Green
and Gold Key members.

LOUISE 8T. JEAN, 1965 QUEEN

topics of

J.

Dad's Day Nears
With Signup
Deadline Nov. 5

t

major
by the

up honors and Cathy Cahill, a junior German major, sponsored by
the
Student
Activities
CommisCoeds will then play in the secsion, is second
runner-up.
The
girls were picked from a ond powder-puff football game to
| three
field
of nine
in elections
held
‘i earlier this week.
Also vying for the honor were
junior business major Linda Edwards, sponsored by the Business
Club, senior History major Paula];
Gordon, Tay Kappa Epsilon and
» senior English major Linda Larson, Delta Sigma Phi.
And, senior
Home
Economics

Future Plans Announced
By President Siemens

publicity committee,

(Continued on Page 7)

+

/ more

football

Snow Ball Queen finalist, and the
Woman's Day publicity chairman.

es

Senior speech
Barnes, sponsored

and

the Homecoming committee, ASB
Activities Committee,
the Lumberjack
Days
Committee,
Snow
Ball
Queen,
I.K.
Sweetheart,

of

mento football half-time activities. She will appear at both
Homecoming dances.

Charles

played

Young Democrats.
Paula Gordon, who

te

t the variety show
in the men’s
the
weekend activi!
ponsored by the Forestry Olub, Miss St. Jean will ride
in tomorrow's parade and will be presented
at the HSC-Sacra-

and basketball, has acted as fiscal
agent for the Forestry Honorary
Society, and vice chairman of the
Lumberjack Enterprises, Inc.,
Board.
James
Preston
Gunther,
who
has been a cheerleader, played
varsity tennis, has been in debate,
is a member of the Intercollegiate
Knights, helped with Frosh Camp,
and was a member of Rally Club;
Joe Forbes, who has been a cheerleader, in Frosh Camp, Tau Kappa
Epsilon
president,
secretary, | and pledge trainer, a representative at large, and in “Who's Who.”
Nancy Etherton, who has been
a Spur, WRA treasurer, a member
of Tau Beta Sigma, Dad's
Day
publicity chairman
in band, and
the Freshman class publicity chairman; Ed Jesson, who was Frosh
clax- president, chairman of the
Sweetheart Ball, a representative
at large, in debate, a member of
the Frosh Camp steering committec, the news editor of the Lumberjajck, the student affairs commissioner, resident assistant in the

dorms,

mile
will
enp is

logy major Louise St. Jean domned the Home-

the

Music will
Intimates.

Various
campus

floats,
clubs

and

be

provided

constructed

by

organizations,

will wind they way down to the
dents, points out that HSC bonArcata Plaza by way of G Street
fires have been a history of riots,
at 12 noon, thus starting off towill
increase
the
feeling
of
unity
people getting hurt, property dammorrows activities.
age and a resulting bad, public in the dorm residents.
The parade will include marchThe
future
use
and
remodeling
image.
Most colleges have given up of Founders Hall was discussed in ing bands from local high schools,
bonfires because of these reasons, the third part of the meeting. The HSC’'s band, Homecoming queen
candidates, Hall of Fame winner
(Continued on Page §)
(Continued on Page 7)

Charles
W.
Yost,
Director
of
Health Services at the Center.
The new sick call hours are from

8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. daily. Dr.
Yost also said that he will be available in the afternoons by appointment

only.

Dr. Yost announced that Dr.
John S. Chain has recently been
placed on the medical staff at the
center. Dr. Chain was a member
of the staff last year and is now

working part time at the Student
Health

Center.
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with the cheerleaders
connected
or the rally committee, and that

Editor:

It seems that the second meeting

these

of the Friends of the Student Nonviolent

Co-ordinating

meeting

drew

Committee

than one

groups

formally

both

agreed that the ribbons were in
bad taste. We would also like to
remind the student body that the

(SNCC) has aroused as much controversy as the first. All told, the
more

two

official

hun-

slogan

the

for

Linfield

“Cream the Cats,” not
printed on the ribbons.

was
dred people: some were members game
of the club, some were merely cur- the slogan
rmore, it was only with the
and others came just to agi- Furthe
ious,
tate and express their disapproval.
Because of the expected size and
controversiality of the meeting, a
letter was sent to Dean Karshner
requesting his attendance and suggesting that the presence of a
campus security officer might be

were

cheerleaders

of questionable taste
the after-game dance.

advisable in case of disorder. Nei-

ther the Dean nor the officer was
present but the disorder was made
painfully evident by the shower of
missiles falling on and around the
speakers.
The meeting was prematurely
ended, and the gathering continued for some time on an informal
basis. One faculty member present

advertising
We regret

that this banner was displayed, but

we wish to assure the student body
that the cheerleaders had no know-

struck by a tomato,

had been

both the college and the communi-

ty. The Intercollegiate Knights are
ready

to

HSC

do

anything

and

that

will

the community

KHSC-FM

made by one of the organizations
sponsoring the dance and given

Program Schedule

is a practice that has been standard

KHSC-FM announced a permanent program schedule this week.

was still willing to openly discuss procedure at nearly all football
the questions posed by the hostile games. But when the cheerleaders
faction, and reason with them rath- unfolded the sign and saw what
er than simply assert that they had was printed on it, they immediately
no right whatsoever to challenge folded it up, instead of parading
it around the field as is normally
the formation of the club.
done. Yet for this, the cheerleaders
Without a doubt, the patience
ed.
xhibited by Dr. Householder was were criticiz
In
conclusion,
we would like to
n expression of his willingness to
to foster some understanding say that the cheerleaders and rally
about the goals and purposes of the committee have been breaking
F
s of SNCC amongst the dis- their backs to inject school spirit
sident group. His action exempli- into a student body where little
the professed purpose of the school spirit exists. In addition,
ub which is to inform, and his they are begging for help and sugmee and reliance on wunder- gestions from the student body,
which has remained in its usual
standing in the face of an irresponsible opposition can only be ad- state of complete apathy. But as
soon as something happens that a
mired.
few
people disagree with, they are
Desmond Kilkeary
quick to deliver sharp criticism
President of the
without knowing all the facts and,
Friends of SNCC
as in this case, criticizing groups
that were not even responsible for
Dear Editor:
what happened. They may “quesAs a national officer of the In- tion the right of these people to
tercollegiate Knights, and a mem- remain as cheerleaders,” but where
ber of the local chapter on campus, were they when our present cheer1 was greatly disturbed by the ar- leaders were chosen at public tryticle in the October 22 issue of the outs? They might say that “the
Lumberjack entitled: “I.K. ‘Mag- slogans for our football games are
nificent 7’ Perform Pond Duty”.
getting progressively worse,” but
The article insinuated that the where are they when the rally
1.K.’s were merely a complemen- committee meets to try and think
tary body to the campus custod- up an original slogan for the upIf these people
ians. Any intelligent person who coming game?
knows anything about the I.K.'s would devote less time to cynical
must realize that this simply is not criticism and more time to helpful
suggestions and constructive crittrue.
The I.K. motto, both on this icism, we are sure that school spirit
campus and nation wide, is: “Serv- would soon become something that
ice, Sacrifice, and Loyalty”. Our we could all be proud of.
Steve Clapp
service seems to be the portion
under fire. We are pledged to serve
Jane Cleveland

make

all of you will continue to partici-

ledge of the specific content of that

expressed his dismay that Dr. to the cheerleaders at half-time, so
Householder (the club’s advisor), that they could display it. This
who

a

the

that

in the

pate in the yells and show, that
you as a student body, can “root”
our teams on to victory.
Ronald Grossman

banner until it was unfurled before

the student body. The banner was

yells

have led. I know

participating

by

a banner

for displaying

sence from the position of cheerleader. If the infection completely

such

come up wih a solution that would

criticized

been
to a lung infection I have
e all,
medically advised to discontinu
e
extra curricular activities. Pleas
abof
leave
y
orar
temp
accept my

I
subsides during this semester,
HSC
the
help lead
will again
cheers.
have
HSC
of
students
The
shown a considerable amount of
s
school spirit in the previous game

help of the rally committee that
to
able
was
the administration
of
the distribution
curtail
ribbons fn the future.
Secondly, the cheerleaders

Dear Editor and Student Body:
I regret to inform you that due

Ron Grossman
Margaret Kessler

Don

Rubin

station

The

begins

broadcasting

each week day at 4 p.m., and signs
off at 10 p.m. )X indicates a Hum-

boldt State College production,
O indicates C.B.S. News courtesy
Radio KINS, Eureka).
The weekly schedule:
MONDAY
x Hi oe
assport

is News
to youeeere
‘orum

6
erid Tonight
tions

-

CBAWVVARSRS
tt
>

Dear

eee

A Stand-in for Reason?

EDITOR

TO THE

LETTERS

SO

EDITORIAL

O CE
CEO

LUMBERJACK

more pleasant place in which to
study and live.
Aside from cleaning the Founders Hall fish pond, the I.K.’s help
at registration, serve at banquets
and yes, help the costodians.
In the community, we have con-

ducted

cancer

drives,

cleaned

up

Redwood Park, helped the Sisters
at
Trinity
Hospital
(conducted
surveys
for Arcata, conducted
blood drives, and assisted the Arcata Police at the annual Homecoming parade.
It seems to me that HSC would
be much better off if more campus
organizations
served
their

campus
the
Earlier this month we read that
Governor Edmund G. Brown an-

nounced his support of a proposed
national
parkway meandering
through

the redwood

country from

the Big Sur to the Oregon border.
Such a national parkway would
be

a

blends

controlled

scenic

road

into the landscape,

together
the scenic
forests,
mountains,

that

linking

beauties
of
and _ coasts.

Such a parkway would be an incomparably 500 miles of road.
Governor Brown intends to take
the plan up with President

Lyndon

B. Johnson next month.
We believe that it would be an
excellent idea to make this parkway the John F. Kennedy Memo-

tial National Parkway after our
former president. Also, we believe
that this parkway would not be
complete without a John F. Ken-

nedy

National

Monument

which

would
include the world’s first,
second,
third,
and
sixth
tallest
known
trees.
What
better way
could there be to honor our great
former president.
The grove which contains these
tall trees in about 150 acres of virgin old-growth redwoods. In addition, it seems certain that another 850 acres of precious redwood groves, which surround the
tallest trees, could be purchased
from private owners at a reason-

able cost.

in the

same

Region

i

spirit as do

Intercollegiate Knights.
Sincerely,

John

i

E. Schonwald
II

Viceroy

Dear Editor:
This letter is in regard to the
recent criticism of the cheerleaders and rally committee for actions
alleged to have been instigated by
these groups. In a letter to the
editor in last week’s Lumberjack,
a complaint was made against the
ribbons that appeared on campus
before the Linfield game, blaming

the rally committee for their distribution. We would like to inform
the student body that those ribbons were printed and distributed
by students who were in no way

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

+

o

|

’
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Journalists Here Monday
Journalism Day, an event usually conducted in co-operation with
the annual high school Northern

California
will be

Leadership

staged

Conference,

Monday

as a sepa-

rate event this year, according to
Mr. Harold Knox, journalism adviser.

Knox

expressed

the

reason

the

where advisors and their students
will register.
A writing competition will be
conducted at 10:50 and awards for

this contest will be made at 2.
Featured

speakers include

Hum-

boldt Times sports editor, Al Tostado whose topic will be “Sports

due to the fact student leaders are

and
the
Newspaper,”
and
Mr.
Walter Winslow, Ferndale High
School newspaper advisor who has

also often involved
productions,

selected for his topic, “Goals
the Student Newspaper.”

event

has

been

planned
in

thus

is

journalism

Previously interests had to be
divided at the conference so that
students

were

sampling

of

had

to

events

offered

what

offer.

only

each

By

staging

separately,

the

a

program

new

addition

leader

and

to the

confer-

ence will be the first fully planned

yearbook program to be conducted
by Mr. Larry Miles, Sempervirens
and Hilltopper adviser.

This

year’s

program

is varied

and activity will get underway at
9:15 a.m. in the Lumberjack Office

Newman
Club,
youth organiza-

cupboards,

and

cleaned

windows and walls.
After concluding their work

the

group sat down to a spaghetti dinner prepared by Darlene Valasco,
Carol Biondini, and Sue
Father John Meehan,

Club

moderator,

helped

the

WANTED—A

Lone

Burnes.
Newman

supervised

work

and

party.
ride

to

and

from

Pine, Calif., for the Thanks-

giving

holidays.

Will

be

be

film

strip will

shown.

Religious Clubs
Plan Effective
Campus Ministry
Presidents

glad

to

help pay for gas and-or help drive.
Call Rixie at 822-7805.

Terry Southern

of the

Monday

major

with
min-

to discuss

plans

effective campus

min-

A new campus organization to
promote liberal religious interest
is being chartered, according to
Alan Schloss, organizer.
Church

advised
estry

by

of

Arcata,

Rudy

will

Becking,

be

professor.

sion

of

liberal

religious

thought,

feeling and action.” He
the club is equivalent
campus

organizations

said that
to other
sponsored

by the surrounding churches.
~Progress thus far has been two
informal meetings where six or
seven interested students met and
discussed setting the club up and
making it function, according to
senior forestry major Schloss.

The club plans to become active
in the present issues and problems
of the country, making speeches
and writing letters whenever they

deem

it

necessary.

Schloss

also

added that there are a variety of
other activities that the club might

decide on when
tablished.

they are well es-

SNCC Advisor
Provides Target
For Opposition

which

become

members.

The board is composed of ministers and laymen from the com-

munity
members

and

students

from

campus.

and

faculty

anti-Viet Nam demonstrations. It
was during this debate that the
tomato was thrown. After this in-

cident

the meeting

broke

up.

Dr. Householder
said that he
did not believe that the incident
would in any way affect SNCC’s
organization
on
the campus
of
Humboldt.
When
asked
if he
planned to continue as the club's

after

the

incident

of the Negroes in the South.

Mergendeiler

JULES FEIFFER
$1.50. now at

FOR SALE — '56 Chev. pickup,
long bed, V-8, stick, beefed rear
springs,

needs

some

engine

Wool

Coats

26.00

Dr.

Householder
said, “I would indeed resent being displaced.”
Dr. Householder added that he
believed
that
the
organization

form the students, and the community as a whole, of the plight

Bernard

features an array of wonderful wools

For-

would be of a benefit to the campus, in that it would work to in-

UNEXPURCATED
MEMOIRS

Bistrins big coat sale collection

The purpose of the club, as
stated by Schloss, is “the expres-

advisor,

Q\

work,

Wool coats to 36.00, from a special purchase of
more than 200 wool coats. This collection
of clutch

and button front styles are interpreted in checks,
from sizes 4-16
plaids, pastels and whites. Choose
in this array of coats from the largest maker west
of the Mississippi.

$500. Greg Pierce, 1030 “C” Street,
Arcata, 822-2688.

Phillips

Camera Shop

INS

623 “H” STREET

NORTH

ARCATA

Page 3

The club, sponsored by the Unitarian

istry through
cooperative effort.
Schloss gave a short description
The students and Rev. Hepler of the club saying that it is, basicare seeking to coordinate many of ally not Christian, just religious—
the activities of campus Christian /an organization to supply the camreligious groups under the aus- pus need for a liberal religious
pices of the United Christian Cam- club.
pus Ministry.
Wednesday night, November 3,
At
present
the
students
and| the participants have planned an
clubs involved are Bob Hill, Jud- | Opening dinner for all interested
son
Fellowship;
Sue
Berrian, students
and
faculty
members.
Plymouth Fellowship; Dave Mark- Membership is unlimited no matwell,
Westminster
Fellowship; ter what religious beliefs students
and Bruce Coulter, Methodist Stu- hold, stated Schloss.
dent Movement.
The
main
objectives of Monday’s meeting were to open communication
between
the various
religious clubs and suggest ideas
for future combined functions.
Some proposals made were the
establishment of a non-sectarian
chapel on campus, jointly sponsored
programs
featuring
such
Dr. James E. Householder, Asthings as debates, panel discussions and movies for the general sociate Professor of Mathematics,
student body, and a_ periodical was splatted by a tomato at last
Friday’s meeting of the Student
newsletter published by the memNon-violent
Coordinating
Comber organizations.
Plans have already materialized mittee.
There were about 100 students
for weekly radio presentations by
the various religious clubs over at the meeting, which was held in
Hall
Auditorium
to
campus
station
KHSC.
The
15 Founder's
minute broadcasts
will begin in ratify the club’s constitution. At
late November
with the Judson the meeting Dr. Householder was
Fellowship’s
presentation
of
a appointed advisor for the organization.
Thanksgiving program.
After
the
meeting
was
adSponsored by the national UCCM
journed, a heated debate started
organization
a UCCM
Board has
between the pro-SNCC group and
been formed on campus and is
a group opposed to the organizapresently drafting a constitution to
tion. The opposition group wanted
establish goals and regulations for
guarantees that SNCC would not
the body to pave the way for some hurt the good name of Humboldt
united
efforts
by
the
student State, by picketing, marching, or

groups

“EMBARRASSING
IN ITS
FRANKNESS”

of four

campus religious clubs met
Rev. Cedric Hepler, campus
for a more

tion, worked to repair the Ecumenical
House,
meeting
place
for
many campus religious groups.
Rich Winnie was chairman of
the exterior work. This included
washing windows and walls, painting porches, trimming hedges, and
mowing the lawn.
Assisting Winnie were Tim and
Gerald Stewart, Jim Leger, Al and
John Buchter, Jim
Bergin, Ken
Cochran, Ron Giddings, and Jim
Calciano.
Darlene
Valasco
headed
the
committee which cleaned the interior. Members of her committee
were Suzanne Iskra, Sharon Wolfs,
Pat Kelly, Joanne Virone, Linda
Winters, and Carolyn Comer.
The
group
vacuumed
floors,

washed

after a movie’ and

ister, last

Newman Club
‘Cleans House’
Members
of
college Catholic

Conferees will break for lunch
the cafeteria and immediately

these

journalist can take full advantage
of the singular program.

A

in

of

Liberal Religious
Club Forms Here

LUMBERJACK

The Best in
Photographic Supplies
VA 2-3156

Arcata, Eureka, Fortuna, Garberville
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be athe. eee
avd

PAULA

SANDEE

GERRY WILKINSON
Frosh Class

GORDON
TKE

a

van

Overseas Study Plans Announced

Shaw's Wit, Thompson's Acting
Make For A Successful ‘Caesar’
the great general’s companion who
with
disgusted
extremely
got

son, “Caesar and Cleopatra,” made
its debut.
The Sequoia Masque performers

sian guard and got into difficulties
with that “old crocodile,” Cleopatra’s guardian.

why

Shaw's

played

brought

out

wit.

Tom Thompson
out of the show.
and

talent

the

was the standHis experience

combined

in the

figure

we.

bodies

by

Thomas

Cleopatra’s

devoted

merchant;

feat.

The costumes, by Lyn Pauley,
were appropriately colorful. Ftatateeta’s wardrobe was especially

effective in bringing out her personality. Ptolemy looked quite original and Egyptian in his. The

in Celopatra’s ward-

color change

robe coincided with her change
from a child to a regal queen.
Bierbowers movable set without

There were several other actors
who did notably well. Among them
Rufio, played by Reginald Mintey,

a curtain was successful thanks to
the efficiency of the lighting crew.
Probably the best scene was the

last one in the first act. Cleopatra

Cary Grant and Audrey Hepburn star in “Charade,” Monday
night

at 7:30

in

Sequoia

finds that transportation is a little
rough and the results are hilarious.
Going to sea in a rug and having
to get back to land in a no better
queenly fashion, she had much conciet “washed out of her.”
Tickets are still on sale for the

Theater.

The third film in the SAC Film
Festival features music by Henry
Mancini,

the

including

were

popular

title song. The technicolor suspense thriller co-stars James Co-

two

burn.

performances

this

weekend.

They are free to college students
and may be reserved by contacting Linda Carlyle, ticket manager,
calling
or
Office,
Box
at the

In two weeks, the second November feature will be “Advise
and
Consent,” starring Charles
Laughton, Henry Fonda and Gene

Business

For Wive’s Meeting
Shipwreck! will be the theme for

Programs are voluntary. Cooperative, and system-wide in character,
and are open to qualified students
and graduates of all the California
State Colleges. The programs are
designed with clearly defined cduobjeccational and professional
tives.
Programs
International
The

the upcoming Student Wives Club
meeting Thursday, stated a spokesstress maximum cooperation with
man for the club.
Members will come in costumes host universities abroad. Students
work
of all sorts befitting a shipwreck take most of their course
with prizes being given for orig- with professors of the host university, and make the fullest use
inality of costume.
A “liar’s contest” will be held of library and other facilities of
including,
university,
host
to reward the teller of the best tale the
be- where possible, student residence
happened
what
concerning
tween the time the ship sank and and restaurant facilities. Students
are registered at both the host unirescue.
The party will be held follow- versity and at a California State
ing a business meeting in the home College.
Applicants must (1) have upper
economics lounge at 8 p.m.
division or graduate standing at
the beginning of the 1966-67 academic year (2) present two semesters of course work (30 semes-

Maintenance Truck
Knocks
Out Power

and 2:30 tomorrow

afternoon.

The

Mr.

pickup

Bill

FLYNN’S INN
Arca

557 Seventh
St.

DANCING

truck

Johnson,

maintenance

ter units) with a grade point ave-

All power

is

owned

head

of

by

the

department.

was off for about an

hour,
and
inter-campus
phone
service was interrupted. However,
outside calls were not affected.

TO

This year the participating universities are the University of AixMarseille, France; Free University
of
University
and
Berlin
of
Heidelberg.
of Florence

SAFECO

FREE BINGO WEDNESDAYS
Starting November

3rd - 8:30 & 15:15

Only
t n
tio
and Blackou
Regula

EXCLUSIVE
HEADQUARTERS

—

S. & K. JEWELERS
$04
F Street

- LIFECO

GENERAL

FOR

with healing medication
Cleanses immaculately,

Geoply .. . soothes with emolHeats. The 1006 formula
tes nature's sormel

balance—to reduce ol>

s dryness.
of relieve
ees

Protects for hours
uma

10°0°6 Lotion is the cae
it
plete
©

Remember

10°06, twice

University of Ma-

John Stanberry
INSURANCE

CAPRI $250
ALSO TO $1800

Ten-0-Six cleans your skin

University
Germany;
in Italy; Waseda Uni-

The program cost is $1370 for
Taiwan, $2070 for Sweden, $1970
for Italy and $1870 for all other

— 25c

6:00 to 10:00 — ARCATA ONLY

™

.

drid and the University of Granada, Spain; University of Stockholm and the University of Uppsala, Sweden; and the National
University of Taiwan.

Saturday
andday
Fri

PIZZA DELIVERY

den, and Taiwan.

versity, Tokyo;

822-4991

PALISADES
—

approved

of the California
Internation
The

All electric power was disrupted rage of 3.00 (B) or better, prior
last Wednesday, when a pickup to the fall of 1966. (3) demonstrate
backed into a guy line, a proficiency in the language of
$1.50 and 75 cents for high school truck
which
supported
a pole supplying instruction at the host university,
chiland
students with ASB cards,
with the exception of Japan, Swedren. Curtain time is 8:30 tonight 12,000 volts to the campus.

Turnout for the first films was
excellent, according to A
Commissioner
Steve
Peithman,
who adds that faculty and staff are
welcome to attend the film series.

. 2:00
9:30

fall of 1963

in the

guidelines

by the Trustees
State Colleges.

“LINDA EDWARDS

—

to

822-4372 before 5:00 p.m. Tickets
are also on sale to the public for

Tierney.

THE

initiated

according

more concerned over the burning
of the library than any military de-

‘Charade’ Monday
et

their

paint

available.

A speaker should be on campus

and Theodotus (Donald Jacobson)
a teacher of kings who was much

of Caesar and was very impressive,
to say the least. His facial expressions added much in his success.
Laurie Walters, the leading lady,
gave a great impersonation of a
child. Her frantic tears, the innocent talk of killing her slaves and
lovers, and her descriptions of men
with “round, strong arms” were
very well done.

ewe

Britain’s

programs

Admini-

soon to meet with interested students, Dr. Girard said. Those inshould watch the daily
terested
for the
newspaper
bulletin and
exact time and place.
The programs of study abroad

of blue;; Appollodorus, the patrician,

essence

loan

has 20
Humboldt
year
This
Dr. Ned Girard’s
twice
abroad,
students studying
stration 215.
according to
year,
last
as
many
and|as
ed
complet
be
must
Forms
returned to the office by January | Dr. Girard.
13, 1966. Successful applicants will
be notified by February 7, 1966.
office,

Britanicus, portrayed by David
Brune, gave a vivid description of

week-end stands. Under the guiding hand of John Pauley, director,

they

may obtain forms and information
for the 1966-67 programs from

Caesar's “clemency”; Brian Keith,
who played the part of the Per-

did well in the first of their two

programs. The student must also
pay the registration fees at his
home campus. There are several

Students interested in the State
Program
International
College

The balding Caesar had an easy,
time enchanting the 404 viewers
opening night in Sequoia Theatre

as the first production of the sea-

DEBBIE STETSON
Residence Halls

LINDA LARSON
Delta Sig

THOMAS

(We carry Student Auto Ins.)

Barnes Drag

“ON THE PLAZA”
You will find all of
your cosmetic needs

Revion

Maz Factor

And Others

Lipstick
- Polish - Mascara

‘
{
j
.
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¥ Intricate Book Processing
Traced by Library Staff

Paid Advertisement

: Campus Chatter

|

‘Most books are bought

Page5

by the library
at the request of

one of the department heads o

ccaher,’” aad Mr.
is placed on my
desk. the ordering process can take from one to two weeks,
George

a fecult

Magladry. . ‘‘Once
the order for a

sometimes more.’

The technical processing center
is located on the first floor to the
right of the elevator.
“It is easier to see the technical
process in operation if one book
is selected. In this case “Teaching in the Slum School” by Roberet D. Strom, will do nicely,”
said Mr. Magladry.
Miss
Hazel
Hagne,
associate

professor,

education,

locates

all

needed information on a book and
notes such items as the correct

tion I must look to such sources
as the “Current
Bibliographical
Index,
Publisher's
Weekly,
and

many others,”
Mrs. Ann Barton, senior acquisitions clerk, checks outstanding

Say!

orders
and
charges and credits
amounts of books to the individual
departments. The orders are then
divided between two dealers, one
for regular hard bound hooks, the
other for paperbacks to be made
into hard bound books.

;

The

¥:,

name of the author, the title, pubThe process is then stoped until
lisher, the price, and edition on a the book arrives at the technical
5x7 HSC

book order request form.

The request form is then turned
over

to

Mrs.

Eleanor

cvoordinator

of

Kellenberg,

elementary

edu-

cation, who screens the books as
to divisional funds. Mrs. Margaret
O'Neill, curriculum librarian, then

checks

ce

to

counter. Upon arrival, all information concerning the book is again
checked. Everything is halted un-

til the Library of Congress cards
arrive. If there is a particular rush
on a book all information is obtained
by reference work
and

to see if the subjejct area handed to Mrs. Ruth Sweeney,
libririans know what is being or- junior cataloger.
dered.
A class or call number is deThe card catalog is checked by
cided upon, into which the book
Mr. Maglardy, coordinator, techmay be cataloged. In this case
nical
services.
This
indicates
“Teaching in the Slum School” is
whether the book is in the library
numbered 371.96 under Education,
or already in the process of being
Teaching and School Organization.
ordered.
A cutter number, which is the first
The book request form is then
two letters of the author’s name
wiven to Mrs. Jane Anderson, acplus a number is placed on the
quisitions clerk. It is checked for
book.
This tells exactly where the
the
correct
entry
of
author's
name, price, publication, title, edi- book will be on the shelf.

tion, and

“A

Mrs.

volume.

Library of Congress number

for ordering Library of Congress
cards is very important,” said Mrs.

Anderson. “If I can't find it, or
any of the other needed informa-

(Continued from Page 1)
present choice is between making
it into a purely academic building,
having a certain department centered there, or making it the administration building and turning

the present administration building
into academic classrooms.
President Simens feels
is a vote for keeping it
in that it is the symbol
boldt and has always

academic

center.

The

that there
academic
of Humbeen the

question

is:

climbing

the

would

students

mind

stairs

to

it academic?

The

dealth

keep

final part

of the discussion

with

proposed

the

student

union. The
site between
Nelson
Hall and the dining commons was

acceptable in the master plan and
the administrators suggested that
an architect be consulted as soon
as possible to figure out dimensions and the possible appearance
of the union .

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS!

Chapman

and

Mr.

call label.
Mrs.
Kathryn
Fusi, book
repairer, pastes in the card pocket,
call label and removes the book

if there

is one.

A

strip of

colored tape is place on the binding to denote the different floors.
Orange and green, second floor;
no color, first floor; and yellow,
third floor.
All) processed
books are then
placed on a book cart and sent to
Mrs. Joyce Quinsey or Mis sLucy
Butcher at the Humanities Reference desk. Here the book gets a
final check-up to see that everything is correct. It is then placed
on another
book cart to await

shelving

by

student

help

on

the

new book shelf.
“There might be a faster way to
process books but as it is we have
a few short cuts of our own that
save duplicating and in the long
run give better results,” said Mr.
Magladry.

‘Ye Merry Snowball’
“Ye Merry Snowball,” theme for
the 1965 annual Snowball formal

dance, will be held December 11
at 9 p.m. at Eurcka Inn, according
to Georgette Telford, publicity cochairman.

Musical

entertainment

will

be

Hopkins
Second Hand
Store

Alice Thomson is general chairman of the affair; Jill Farmer is
assistant chairman. Other committee chairman are: Jan Esget, in-

VA 28000
760 Fifteenth Street
AROATA

Telford and Abby Abinanti, publicity; Helen
Franklin, refreshments; Eileen Fehley, decorations;
Donna Vanni, entertainment; Kar-

provided by Jerry Moore, and possibly the Humboldt State Madrigal
Choir, said Donna Vanni _ ,entertainment chairman.

vitations and chaperons; Georgette

en Crockett,

bids;

Pete Guthridge,

Dan

Roach

cleanup.

Knitters’ Nook
SPECIAL
BERNAT MOHAIR
PLUS
$1.40

NOW $1.00

1166 H ST. ARCATA
929-1791

and

Delta

lis going

,

pee

ONE STOP
as it is
tion. Mrs.

Pet

ia

aes

—_

in the long, complicated path a new book takes
into the campus li
is the repair
secJo W
mounts an iden
tion
tag inside

the front cover

the

football

Sigma

to hold

Phi

fraternity

its annual

Car-

of the year and will undoubtedly
be a huge

or

that

nation Ball on November 19 at the
Baywood Golf and Country Club.
This is the biggest formal dance

See

ore the book is shelved,

success.

With the Carnation Ball and the
Sno-Ball coming up girls will be
looking over their wardrobe and
the question will come up... .
what are you going to wear? Well,

Daly's has the answer to all your
problems. The very latest fashion
rage is the two piece formal. Longformal sheath skirts of rich crepe,

RUSE Presents...
SEQUOIA CONCERT

in white,

black,

pink,

azalea

and

sage. $12 to $23. The shell tops
are of mix and match shades in
crepe, metallic brocades and ribbon braid. $12 to $18. Sizes 7-17
in Daly's dresses, fashion floor.

Have one outfit or several by coordinating different outfits.
Monday
8:00—Schuman;

Jo Wagoner, the center's typists,
type a check out card, pocket, and

cover

Siemens Plans

Phyllis

I heard

team had a very “dry” trip to British Columbia. . . Really guys, I
doubt if the coach planned it that
|way in spite of how it appeared!

8:32—Dvorak;
Symphony

No.

Quintet

in

a couple weeks ago? I was really
The
school
spirit
was
{ proud!
on everyones part. Let's
and great

9:07—Beethoven—Emperor Con-

One

certo

9:47—Berlioz; Royal Hunt
Storm Overture

8:00—Brahms; Berman Requiem
9:07—Verdi; Te Deum
9:35—Katchaturian; Gayne Ballet Suite

The
Conservation
Education
Committee
of Conservation
Unlimited will be active this weekend in promoting interest in wildlife and conservation among county residences, said Dave Wilder,
committee chairman.

the

group

will

par-

ticipate in the life sciences openhouse operating tours through the
wildlife building, the game pens,
andl fish hatchery in the Division
of Natural Resources area.

Wilder

expects

to

have

200

keep up the good spirit, for every
game and activity!

Tuesday

Group Promotes
Interest

Tomorrow

G
Did you go to the Linfield game

Major

to

250 local high school juniors and
seniors to take part in the inspection of the division's facilities.
Led by Wilder, CU
members
will speak before a group of Campfire Girl leaders in Arcata
this
morning. They will discuss methods of creating interest among the
uirls in conservation projects and
aiding them in developing an understanding in conservation concepts within the youth group.
The conservation education com-

Ww ednesday
8:00—“The

Tone

Poem”

Thursday
8:00—Ives; Symphony No. Two
8:39—Strauss; Don Quixote
9:20—Arnold; Guitar Concerto
9:43 — Mendelssohn;
Capriccio
Brilliant
Friday
8:00—Cincinnati Music Festival

Yearbook Photo
Schedule Sei

One of our Song Queens left
for San Francisco last week a
little early. . . Maybe she likes
the drive? . . . Or maybe there
could be another reason .. . How

about it Shirley!
It sure is getting cold! I guess
it’s a sure sign of winter when it
starts raining and you have to
bundle up just to go outside! The
perfect “bundle up” for you women
is found in Daly's Sportswear De-

partment on the fashion floor. Not
good

but

for

‘just’

for year

this

‘round

time

of

around

year

here.

Parkas, toggle coats, bench warmers, shaggy coats, tapestry, and
many other styles. Some reversibles, most are hooded
for extra
warmth.
In a large selection of

Photographs
of
students
for fall colors. Sizes 8-18. $16-$40.
Sempervirens,
school
yearbook,
With Johnny Mathis having been
will be taken in the CAC lounge
November
1 through 6 from 9 here on Tuesday—wasn't he great!
a.m. to 6 p.m. A representative of —and Homecoming this weekend,
Jerome's Studios, Eureka will be things have really been flying. I
have the impression, what with
taking the pictures.
float building and all, that the old
“The cost will be $2 for underbooks have been laid to rest for
graduates and $1.50 for seniors,” the past week and probably won't
said
Karen
Gregersen,
second
he picked up until the last prank
associate
editor.
has been pulled on Sunday night
mittee was set up within CU at
Four poses will be taken and —Halloween. Wouldn't Monday be
the
club’s
conception
and
has
proofs will be available to students a great time for mid-terms? . . .
functioned throughout
the years
to provide tours of the campus within three weeks. After proofs I realize to some this is true.
facilities and speakers for sports- are returned the finished picture
The road between here and Haymen's clubs, student groups, youth will be placed in student boxes or
organizations, parents’ and civic mailed to their homes within a ward is certainly getting well travmonth.
eled. But as far as Dale Potts is
organizations.
“The
student in addition to concerned every weekend wouldn't
Their goal is to stimulate interest in wildlife and resource conser- having his picture in the yearbook be enough. . . The reason for this
vation and the educational bene- will receive three 2 by 2% inch must be because that is where his
glossys,” according to Sue Minor,
in mate lives. . . Congratulations
fits on campus.
editor.
ale!
So far this year one tour has

been given to a group of 48 third
gtaders from Sunset School and
plans are being made to arrange

tours
coming

and

talks

for “Dad's

up next month.

Day”

ROOMMATE
co-ed

to

WANTED—HSC

share

apartment

with

is

What Dale needs for traveling
a Brushed Mohair and wool

same. Call or see Kathy Claypole,

long

Park

sweater from Daly’s Men’s Store.
In solid and wide vertical stripes.
aan , brown and blue. $16 and
$17.

Plaza

Apts.,

No. 9; 822-5275.

Hutchin’s
Market
Open 8 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

In Northtown
1644 G St. — VA 2-1965

sleeved

V-neck

cardigan

Boy did I ever goof! Last week
I mentioned that I thought I saw
Tom Holden wearing a ‘Kodiak
Koat’ from Daly’s. It must have
been three other fellas I saw. . .
Tom, as you know, works for our
good
friends Arthur
Johnson's
Men’s Wear. Sorry Tom!
Nancy

(A Paid Advettisement)

Fri., Oct. 29, 1965

Mouse Maze Covers Walls
For Long-Time Experiment

of

of

ture.”
Pointing

Brant,

water,

and

devel-

social

struc-

movement

whatever
to

the

ceiling,

“They

KENNY’S

DO-NUT BAR
Frats Sororities
&

PARTY DISCOUNT
VA 2-1506
933 H St.
Srosta
ee

A limited number of spaces
is available

Charter
Jet Flights
FROM

EUROPE

Paris - San Francisco

July 29, 1966
or Aug. 8, 1966
For
The

Faculty, Staff, Students of
California

State Colleges

for information:
Office of International
Programs
California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, Calif. $4132

Fare:
$225 one way

front and side guidance.”
Dr. Brant is finding answers
this project to:

do the mice

1) How

There are almost six times as
many male as female foreign stu-

apparent at first;
and eyes are for

but it wasn't
their whiskers

dents, with 22 men and four women. No particular specialization or
field of study is pursued. Majors
and
oceanography
from
range

by

find their

business to home economics or undecided.
Most live in the dorms or at
private residences. Although two
are here on Rotary Scholarships,
they are, for the most part, on
their own.

way;

2) How far do they go;
do they react when
3) How
meeting another mouse; and

4)

Do

they recognize the area?

on
research
Previous
wheels have shown that

will

run

miles

7%

activity
a mouse

in one

SOMEWHERE

night,

about the distance from Arcata to
Eureka.
and
nocturnal
are
mice
The
have five active periods and five

me

oe

eae

DEEP

in this an

a

SUS

are eight subject Deer Mice, prime figures

zoologist

experiment conducted
Brant. The maze was aad

may hear about Humboldt from
a friend or a friend of a friend
who has attended.
are
countries represented
The
India,
Iran, Guatemala,
Jordan,
Hong
of China,
Republic
Free
Portugal Singapore, CanKong,
ada, Korea, France, Africa British Guiana, Greece, Israel Cuba.
Japan Holland, and Germany.
“If predictions are correct we
will have twice this number next

by Dr. Brant's children
to inprocess.
learning
mice’s
the
vestigate
rest periods. When first introduced
to the maze

the mice do not stay

near the food and water, but begin
to explore and wihin two or three
days they learn five or six sections
of the maze without becoming lost.
The animal learns a pattern of
movement, “run three steps and
turn left, a cognition map,” said
Dr. Brant.
Eyes and nose sensory is relatively unimportant. A blind mouse,
after learning the maze has only a
20%
efficiency decrease.
The record run for Dr. Brant’s|
mice is 5.2 miles in one night, s-|
suming the mouse didn’t enter any |

blind alleys to explore.

Domesticated
and
wild = mice)
have been tested in the maze, and
it has been found that the domestic males fight when meeting and
establishing a territory while the

wild

mice

are

very

amicable

and

have little territory of their own.
The
mice
have disproved the
psychologists’ hypothesis concerning learning: ‘Animals which are
satiated do not learn. Only hunger
promotes learning.’
“Like students, [ believe if we
give them challenging problems,

they will learn, but we aren't that
far

along

yet,”

said

Dr.

Brant.

ers
Dance
Slateste
Concert Commit
“loner” in the avant garde, the
company has the added aesthetic
attraction of composer-performer
vember 10 when the Erick Haw- Lucia Dlugoszewskie, companion
kins Modern Dance Company be- piece to the dance.
Price of the Stillwater
Libby
gins their performance at 8 p.m.
in Sequoia Theater, according to News Press said it was a relief to
Dr. Dale Anderson, college lec- see bare feet, taut muscles and
simple garb instead of overdevelture-concert committee head.
in
thigh muscles enclosed
York, this oped
New
Hailing from
tights.
pink
dancers
modern
six
of
company
br. Anderson urges everyone to
is being presented under the coand attend this dance with the contenHealth
sponsorship of the
Ihysical Education Department of tion that Erick Hawkins and his
Dance Company with Lucia Dluthe College Lecture-Concert Comgoszewskie offer a pre-vision of
mittee.
On its annual western tour, the future dance.
Tickets may be purchased at the
company, presently en route from
Chico State, will present a pro- door or at the campus bookstore,
gram proving that modern dance 822-1771 extension 377, until the
“Hawkins Style" is “in” with a evening of the performance. ASB
sheer exhilaration of bodies mov- cardholders and high school students must pay a $1 admission
ing in space, said Dr. Anderson.
will see that the human charge; general admission is $2.
“We
body is a beautiful thing in motion; early sculptors tried to cap- FOR SALE—1957 Chev. 6, Dark
stick, excellent condition.
ture it, but the Erick Hawkins green,
Dance Company can prove it in P.O. 215, Arcata, Calif., care of
WANTED — Ford 390-cubic-inch
one number,” he continued.
Led
by Hawkins
himself, a engine. Call Chip Balling, 822-5661

The wondrous quality of pure
movement, unusual grace, and remarkable control will be seen No-

year,” says Dr. Girard.

‘Officers Announced

By Fall DZ Pledges

|

The
Delta

‘new

fall
Zeta

pledge
soroity

pledge

class

class of the
elected their

officers

last

week.
The following offices were filled:
President,
Peggy
Huske;
vice
president
and
phone
chairman,
Anna
Mae
McKnight;
secretary
and treasurer, Kathi
Wahlquist;
song leader and courtesy chairman,
Linda McCall.
The pledge class is under the
| direction of Heddie Morris, pledge
| trainer, and Jill Farmer, assistant
pledge trainer.

Future plans for the pledge class
jinclude

making

project

to raise funds to remodel

a room

in the

a
DZ

money
house

as a pledge

bly Time Can Conquer Knowledge’’
That's how it boils down. A degree to get, a girl to

marry, a career to make ... in whatever order... takes:
time, money and ingenuity, About that girl... We've

been around since 1918, we know the problem. Let
us help on the ring bit. Credit, of course. We'll come
up with something. We'll bet on you,

See our big selection of bridal sets... modern to traditional,

isfields JEWELERS |
Sat ae

i Se

eee

se

—

528 Fifth Street

Eureka

Open Until 9 p.m. Friday Night
ie

inane” cas a

of

They

of interest.

field

a specific

because

come

some

that

says

Dr. Girard

do they come?

Why

sy
sae
a long
Dr. Daniel i

Le

opment

Dr.

and

said

food

ered by what goes on in the office.
Of course it’s a logical conclusion,

coun-

freshmen

cate a

freedom

of

tries, they range from
to graduate standing.

Oe

plenty

the

aren't both-

2 EE

process,"

to

spring semester.
Representing 18 different

eee

“with

myself

limited

have

“I

learning

mane-

Peronyseus

Deer-Mouse,

culatus.

and

tion several more are expected for

co

motivates
what
in
Interested
learning, Dr. Brant started trapping wild animals—cougars, for research, but settled for the smaller

don’t look down

twice as many as last year, are
on campus this year, according to
Dr. Nedd Girard, Associate Dean,
In addiCounseling and Testing.

os

The giant cubes are constructed
of glass, aluminum corridors and
about 500 blind alleys.

students,

foreign

Twenty-six

A mouse maze has been erected in the office of Dr. Daniel
Brant, Zoologist, as an extennsion of a long-time research
project.
Planned by his children, the mase covers the walls, and is
double-layered
on the cag, © Nek commeung wie Sane
on floor and houses eight

ee
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Conservation Foundation

Money Approved By ASB Council

Gains Dasmann as Ecologist
After over 20

years
as st:

Student Legislative Council has
released $591 of its funds to send

approximately 15 Wildlife students
to

tion Foundation.
At the end of this

semester, he will begin work as staff Ecologist as a permanent
employee of that organization.
The Conservation
Foundation
is an international private organization established in 1948 to aid
in non-partisan research and pro-

vide funds and educational material in needed
conversation.

areas in all facets of

wildlife,

and

forestry

man

ecology.

and

wildlife and

Another

book,

hu-

Rhodesia.

the

Working with him on the project was Dr. Archie S. Mossman,

result of work in the new field
of game ranching in Southern currently
Rhodesia, is distributed in England
and Africa.

Dr. Dasmann’s interest in natural resources and wildlife began
when he was variously employed

by

the U.S. and state forest serv-

ices

and

the

California

ment of Fish and
World War II.

of

Depart-

Game

before

He is the youngest of three sons

a

San

Francisco

a

professor

of

Game

Management
within
Dr.
Dasmann’s division.
With his wife acting as tutor for
their three
daughters
the Das-

mann’s lived
ern Rhodesia
years before
ley to teach
at his Alma
A

year

in Bulawayo, Southfor one and one-half
returning to BerkeWildlife Management
Mater.

later

he

resumed

teach-

policeman

on his doctorate,

“FRANKLY |
WAS SHOCKED”
Lenny Bruce

Q

mercial

illustrator

and

fine

painter,

illustrated

the

book.

arts

Having his interest in writing
whetted, Dr. Dasmann made his
first attempt at writing for a pop-

ular market.

“Last

Horizon”

was

published in 1963. The work quickly gained popular acceptance and

was nominated as a National Book
Award candidate.
His “Wildlife Biology,” came out

last
game

GM

year

and

is a text

management

used

by

students

in

120.

While in Africa he collected material for “African Game Ranching” which was published last year
in England and is primarily sold

there and in South

UNEXPURGATED
MEMOIRS
Bernard
Mergendeiler

JULES FETEFER
$1.50, nowat

Africa.

His latest work, “The Destruction of California,” has aroused
much interest throughout the na-

tion.

It deals

primarily

with

eco-

logical problems in California but
its implications are recognized as

nationwide

in

scope.

Unlike

DR. DASMANN
a critical
look at conservation
problems in California; the misuse
and lack of state planning in regards to growth of cities and the
protection of natural resources.
Though the book has been out
only two months, Dr. Dasmann
has appeared on a number of radio and televiion programs in the
Los Angeles and San Francisco
areas to discuss the controversial
views of the book.
Dr. Dasmann has little time for

hobbies as all his outside interests
revolve around his field. He spends
a great deal of his free time work-

ing for such organizations as
Conservation Foundation, the
tional Park Service and other
tional agencies in wildlife and

the
Nanacon-

ARCATA
EXCHANGE
BE

WISE

for your BEST BUYS
Sporting Goods
New

NORTH ARCATA

& Used Furniture

PHONE
1101 H ST.

VA 2.3004
ARCATA

er of execution, by two or more
persons acting together; and without authority of law, is a riot.”
Section 405—Riots; punishment:
“Every person who participates
in any riot is punishable by a fine
not exceeding one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
in a
county jail not exceeding one year,

or by both such fine and imprisonment.”
In the

in

the

conference

room

of

the

CAC,

Green, Gold Key
(Continued from Page 1)
Lumberjack Days chairman, has
been in “The Crucible,” and “The
Lesson,” has participated in the
International

Program

to Sweden,

past,

the

college

has

al was given to appropriate $180,
which
Kerker had requested, so
that his team can participate in

the Far Western Conference Water
Polo Tournament at Davis.
Another appropriation saw

be approved

for Green

and

Key to purchase certificates
its Tenth Aniversary.

$30

Gold
for

Kathy Clary Taylor, who has
been Snow Ball chairman, a WRA

officer, in Delta Zeta, Lumberjack
Days chairman, AWS (Woman's
Day committee panel discussion)
and in “Bells Are Ringing.”
To be eligible to be in Green

and Gold Key a student must be
active in at least two different
Under old business, Leo Krus- areas, must have at least 72 units,
emarc reported to Council that he and must have at least a 2.5 avehad gotten the run around from rage. A secret faculty committee
the people directly involved with screens the students who meet
the administration of parking tick- these requirements. Then further
ets on this campus. He said he had screening is done and the active
been to the College Business Of- members of Green and Gold Key
fice and to the Arcata Police Sta- select those who will be the new
tion and as yet has been unsuccess- members in an open discussion
ful in his efforts to get a satisfac- and vote. No more than 11 men
tory answer about why some of the and 11 women may be chosen for
parking ticket money
can't be any year; however, there do not
transferred to the ASB and used have to have that many.
in a Scholarship Fund. Krusemarc
Dr. Don Karshner, Dean of Stusaid he had written to the De- dents, said that Green and Gold
partment of Metor Vehicles and
Key is the highest activities honthat he intended to contact the
State Attorney
General's office orary on campus; it's even harder
to make than “Who's Who.”
about the matter.
The present members of Green
Dr. Nedd Girard, advisor to
Council, told Krusemarc that he and Gold Key are Steve Peithman,
might have more success if he ob- Linda Edwards, Andrea Roccatained an appointment with the Ar- forte, Dick Maynard, Pete Palmcata Police Chief and he informed quist, Bob Henry, Darius Adams,
Council that none of the parking Lana Linser, Julie Fulkerson, Al
tickets money can come back to Spears, and Dale Potts.
The Green and Gold Key somethe College. However, the question
on whether the money can come times acts as an advisory group to
back to the ASB has been left un- the President of the College or to
President when quesanswered, as Krusemarc continues the ASB
tions come up that need student
with his investigation.
Krusemarc also reported that he opinions and discussions.
discovered that parking tickets on
campus cost $2 while in downtown CASH REWARD — For finder
Arcata, they cost $1. Girard told of black wide-band jade ring lost
Council that the State set the fine in vicinity of Science Building last
but Krusemarc said he intended Friday. Telephone 822-3854.

FALOR’S

Pharmacy
1563
G STREET - NORTHTOWN
VA 2-2925

burned old houses on the campus.
Time and location of the fire were
unannounced, “Students were hesitant about burning a house,” said
Dr. Karshner.
There are no houses to burn this
year and a safe location could not
be found.
“Until a safe place can be found,
it will be impossible to have a fire
without creating a potentially dangerous situation,” Said Dr. Karsh-

ner.

his

other books, this one deals with
human ecology. The author takes

The
next
scheduled
Council
meeting is Tuesday night at 4 p.m.

has been on the Snow Ball coming the 12 member team failed to mittee, was Sempervirens editor,
appear before Council but approv- and worked on the Hilltopper.

Bonfire Fizzles

working

a Water

to continue with point and see if
he could find out if the State set
the fine or whether the College
Administration set the fine.

Larry Kerker, who has been coach-

ing at HSC and in the fall of servation studies.
who more or less independently 1964 assumed his present position
He is as apt at transmitting this
fell into the same general career. as chairman of the division.
Perhaps the most significant fac- zeal as he is at applying it. As one
Brothers William and Robert Dasmann are both top officials in the tor in advancing his career has student stated coming out of Dr.
Dasmann’s office after seeking adSan Francisco regional office of been his prolific writing.
vice
concerning
his curriculum,
the U. S. Forest Service.
Dr. Dasmann has always had an
“No matter what you're thinking
In December 1941, he enlisted interest in writing and in his first when you go in there you usually
in the Army. While serving in years as an.educator at Minnecome out majoring in some field
Australia and the South Pacific sota and Humboldt he compiled
of conservation.”
he participated in the first offen- the notes of his lectures which insive action in the Southwestern terested a publisher's representaPacific with the 32nd Infantry tive passing through campus
Division in New Guinea. When and “Environmental Conservation”
asked about his remembrances of was published in 1959,
this experience he says that he reIt is now used as a text at col(Continued
from Page 1)
calls little more than “coming out leges all over the country and conalive.”
sistently
sells about
300 copies he said.
The main problem has been the
In 1945 he left the service with annually. It is the text for the
the rank of Master Sergeant and basic course in Natural Resources small group of students who ‘want
to light the fire ahead of time. This
with his Australian born bride, here.
Elizabeth, returned home to bePrior to this he had teamed up action becomes a riot when congin his education at Berkeley.
with Dr. Charles F. Yocom, pres- tested.
Riots are described in the CaliHe graduated in Zoology in ently teaching here in the Game
1948 and continued his studies at Management
program, to write fornia Penal Code as:
Cal, working as a teaching assist- “The
Pacific
Coastal
Wildlife Section 404—Riots; Definition:
ant to complete work for an MA Region.” They were commissioned
“Any use of force or violence,
in 1951. He was awarded his Ph.D. for the work by a San Francisco disturbing the public peace, or any
in 1954 assisted by a National publishing house. Mrs. Dasmann, threat to use such force or violence,
Science
Foundation
Scholarship. who has worked at times as a com- if accompanied by immediate powWhile

Wildlife

Polo team, at least from all indications. At Tuesday's meeting, Dr.

before

joining the staff of the Division
Today Dr. Dasmann is interna- of Natural Resources here in 1954.
After five years he resigned his
tionally known as an authority in
his field and has written three position and accepted a Fulbright
books
and
co-authored
another Scholarship to help in instituting
which
are sold throughout
the a big game ranching program in
United States as texts and
au- Africa as Research Biologist for
thoritative works in the fields of the National Museum of Southern

conservation

Student

with only one nay vote.
The school now has

Dr. Dasmann began his teaching
career at the University of Minnesota.
There,
for one
year,
he
taught a variety of courses in ecol-

ogy,

Western

The conclave is being held this
year at Ft. Collins, Colorado and
Doctors
Ridenhour
and
Harris,
coaches of the team, told Council
that they hoped that this would
be passed so that “Humboldt can
go back and defend the championship that it brought home last
year.” Council okayed the request

Division
of Natural Resources soon embarks
on a new phase
of a successful career.
Sometime
ago Dr. Dasmann decided
that the job which
most fulfilled
the
he has set in his career would be a

position with the

the

Conclave.

teacher

. Raymond F.

field
of Ecology,
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Art

supplies.

Call

Falor’s is a STUDENT
STORE
with the following conveniences:
.. « CHECKS

CASHED,

. CHARGE

ACCOUNT

$20.00

WITH

MAXIMUM

ASB CARD

. POSTAL SUBSTATION

839-3464.

ARCATA
BURGER BAR

. SCHOOL SUPPLIES
. ALL YOUR

DRUG

NEEDS

- - FREE DELIVERY - 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Mon. - Sun.

Bike Speeds
Gator-Bitten Jacks to Face New
For Little 500
Hornets in Homecoming Tilt

Fri., Oct. 29, 1965

LUMBERJACK

are acceptconventional

bicycles
Ten-speed
able as well as the

Trying

hard

to throw

off a 27-0 loss

types of hikes for the “Little $00”

e- Bicycle Kace in December.

in their

Intra-

opener at oven-hot San Francisco last weekend, the Lumber- mural director, Dr. Larry Kerker,
jacks host the defending champion Sacramento State Hornets announced.
“Previously only three speeds
ig game at eight o'clock
in tomorrow evening's
acceptable,” said Kerker.
were
on the Redwood Bow! gridiron.
opened
league
volleyball
The
The Hornets, league champions
a year ago, come to the campus
with an unimpressive 2-4 record.
However, the mark is no indication
strength

true

of their

has

eleven

ramento

as the

been

leading the league
throw

to.

And the
with Mel
rusher in
back. The

Sac-

playing

with several stars injured.
All-Conference quarterback

in pass comple-

Bob

Cals,

backfield is not lacking
Oliver the number three
the league playing full‘Jack backfield can be

vs. SoBay

South

vs.

Angels

A’s

X

Brand

with

week

this

tions at the last count with 26, to

Pan Ams., Conservation Unlimited A vs. Nelson Hall, Delta Sigs
vs. Forestry Club, Fickle Hill AthKai,

Mai

letic Club vs.
vs. Faculty.

D.O.M.'s

Oliver
when
devastating
very
Mai Kai vs. Conservation UnAnthony Kehl limited A, Faculty vs. Delta Sigs,
blockers
with
teams
alternated with Rick Swan, a forand Bill Hook in the powerhouse Nels onHall vs. Burns Boys, Former junior college standout. Both “Fullback I” formation.
estry Club vs. Conservation UnMilwith
callers
signal
are top rate
over 90 degree heat limited B, Psychotics vs. Brand
in
Playing
ler boasting the better arm while
last Saturday, the "Jacks were out- X, and Newman Knickerbockers
Swan is rated a real scrambler.
Gators, who made vs. A’s Angels.
And they have a fine pair of manned by the
their depth in rolling
of
use
good
The schedule for next week inends to throw to in Dave Cumover the thin Humboldt forces.
cludes:
mings and Bill Yurong. Both catch
The Gators got on the scoreMonday, So-Cals vs. Tai Kappa
passes like honey catches flies.
board midway through the first
Epsilon, South Bay Pan Ams. vs.
Mike Clemons, an All-Confer-

Miller leads the team, but is being

ence selection, who has a fine pair
of hands in addition to being a
will be
running back
top-grade
missing from the lineup because
of an ankle fracture, but the Hornets still have swift Jan Hoganson who was an All-Conference
selection as a defensive back last

season.
Hoganson's speed has made him
one of the top rushers on the coast
this vear.
And

back
they

when
streak
a winning
Sonoma State tomorrow.

on
host

Sonoma State is in their second
year of Far Western Conference
competition. Last year they participated on an informal basis, but
this year they run against all teams
crossto Lumberjack
according

Activities Advisor, Scotty Reed,
annonuced that the newly formed
water polo team will give a free
demonstration at four o'clock today as part of the Homecoming
festivities.

This takes the place of the bonfire which was canecled
Coach Malone and the Lumberjacks accepted an invitation from

host

were

Davis and

line

contains

co being awarded

the ball on

the

seven
ya
line.
James
Brian
booted the point after.
Late in the second period, the
Gators were at it again as quarterback Don McPhail capped a 78
yard drive with a 38 yard touchdown pass to halfback Bill Lasater.

plenty of beef with 240 pound Tom
The try for point missed.
Kelly
leading
the
way.
He
is
From there on out it was all
joined by Barney
Burst at 245, |
Paul Brown at 225 and Cummings | San Francisco as the heat all but
finished
the
thin)
‘Jack
forces
et 20)
Rorst
another
All-Conter- while the Gators were busy run
Was
ence selection off last year’s cham- ning fresh players in and out ot
pionship squad, and defensive halt- | the lineup.
another
added
Francisco
San)
back
Cary ‘Vommiecraason holds the
touchdown
in’ the
third
period
ane
credentials.
Bat the ‘Jacks have some stars when MePhail unloaded a 35 yard
of their own and boast what may acrial to Mike Meyer, who made
in’ the
be the finest defense in the con- a beautiful diving catch
end zone.
ference.
Gil Haskell intercepted a pass
Quarterback Joe Sarboe
was
second in total offense a week ago to set up the final Gator score. Reand held the same position in pass serve quarterback Richard Schultz
completion
percentage.
And
he! carried over from cight yards out
has Carl
Del Grande, who
was{ for the touchdown.

Water Polo Team
Track Team
To Meet Sonoma Replaces Bonfire
Here Tomorrow
After losing to the University of
Lumberjack
the
2437,
Nevada
cross-country team will try to get

defensive

the

quarter when fullback Jim Crum
blasted over from seven yards out.
The TD came after the Gators
had kicked a field goal that was
called back because of a Humboldt
holding penalty with San Francis-

Other

Lumberjack

finishers

Tower,

26:12.

‘The Homecoming Game tomorrow
night, between
Sacramento
State and Humboldt, will be broadlive on KHSC-FM.
Cas
Mr. William White, advisor for
the campus station, said Students
of Speech IL and 111 have selected a remote crew to broadcast the
ganic. He said the station would
go on the air at 8 p.m.

Wiiite

also

added

announced

Jim

Lippy,

Mike

there

would

Intramural

Burns,

Athletic

except

cross country
squad.

live broadcasts
these would be

those

or

members

of

later.

in

the

Jacks scored first in
agninst San Quentin
drive started on their
line. A 15 yard touch-

good

and

until

the closing

the Junior

Jacks

led 7-0

moments

of the

A
two-point)
conversion
was
made by San Quentin to give them
their 8-7 victory.

ilowing
\ciety,”
lcents;
lis,” 75

SALE

—

Bargain!

The

os

all.

ao
Pe

Mike Monohan (31
CHAIN IN ACTION.
why the Lumberjack defensive unit is one of the f
Linfield’
t
the coast as he sto
GREEN

chain”
tilt

(20)

d

arate cee ho

a
f testin
the Sacramento

State Hornets.

on

Lero

:

MALM & MURRAY
Don’t Make A Deal Until You've Seen

oats SACCHI’S
47 Years
in Arcata

Ox
Used Trucks

Goods
ng
& Bottle
Goodsti
Spor

Guns

Bait

& Ammo
OPEN

Opel

fol-

books; “Population and SoTypes,”
50
$1; “Human
“The Exploding Mctropocents; “Heredity, Race and

Society,” 50 cents; “Don Martin
Bounces
Back,”
25
cents.
Sec
pee
Chasko, Room 21, Sunsct

Fails

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS!

Edged by the San Quentin Pirates 8-7 last Saturday, the Junior
Jacks will close out their season
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. when they
host the Chico State junior varsity.
In regarding tomorrow's game
with the Chico State junior varsity, Coach Hassman said, “We're
going to win this game tomorrow.
Our players are determined to win

it 7-6.

De-

enrolled

Boys.

JV's Less, 8-1;
Face Chico Here

KOR

partment has announced that. the
perennial
Turkey
‘Trot,
or
the
two-mile cross country foot race,
will be held on Friday, November 19.
Deadline for entrics has been
set at Friday, October 29.
The Turkey Trot is open to any

student

Burns

vs.

fourth quarter.
With about four minutes left in
the game, Simas’ pass was intercepted on
the Junior Jacks’ 35
yard line and the defender ran all
the way for a touchdown to make

Stan Jones, Joe Luptowitz, Kent
Gary
Judson
Dennis
Johnson,
Smith, Frank Akins, Bob Barnett,
McKeller,
Mike
Cramer,
Dave
Kim Siffert Maurice Stevens, and
Roy Swartout.

The

So-Cals

down pass from quarterback Chris
Chatfield to end Dennis Sousa climaxed the drive.
Warren Simas’ extra point was

Turkey Trot Set

Broadcast Live

be several other
this semester, but

Janzow,

Wednesday, D.O.M.’s vs. Newman Knickerbockers, Mai-Kai vs.
Hall.
Nelson
Thursday, Faculty vs. Forestry
Club, Nelson Hall vs. Fickle Hill
Athletic Club, Psychotics vs. Conservation Unlimited A, Néwman
Knickerbockers vs. Delta Sigs, and

The Junior
their 8-7 loss
Their scoring
own 35 yard

the rest of the league which will
compete at the Far Western Conference water polo mect.
in the
to seating
In regards
country coach, Ford Hess.
State
Chico
first,
is
Davis
meet,
The dual meet will start and finish at the Field House at 2 p.m. is second, San Francisco State,
Although the University of Ne- Sacramento State, and the Jacks
vada won, freshman Gary Tuttle are rated even.
will choose a 12-man
Malone
placed first for Humboldt with a
time of 22:09.6 in the four mile traveling squad from the following
competitors: Ross Hemsley, Chuck
course.
were: Craig Edberg, third, 22:59,
Brian Furman, tenth, 25:16, Jim
Douglas eleventh, 25:19, and Hugh

Ams.

Pan

Bay

vs. South

Tau
UnSig-

this one with Chico.”

by

accepted

Tyros.
Burns Boys vs.
Tuesday,
Kappa Epsilon, Consevration
limited A vs. So-Cals, Delta

DAILY

ON THE PLAZA

UNTIL

Fishing Tackle
9 P.M.

ARCATA

822-1331

Redwood
Laundromat
1116 “H” ST.
ARCATA

